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About This Game

Hikikomori No Chuunibyou is a pseudo 8-bit platform-adventure game with beat-em-up, puzzle, and stealth elements. With its
storytelling directing the player through open-ended levels, progression through each stage requires usage of parkour-like

abilities and martial-arts techniques.

Features:

  Parkour-inspired platforming

  Open-ended levels with story-focused progression

  Beat-em-up, puzzle, and stealth elements

  Unlimited continues and frequent checkpoints

  8-bit graphics and soundtrack

  Supports Xbox 360 Controller (recommended)
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hikikomori no chuunibyou

This game has been abandoned. No updates for 2+ years, and it wasn't even close to being finished or fun to play. Don't buy it..
The Nyx, in my opinion it's pretty good and well it was easy for me to get used to over the other aircraft.

. Good fun to have a pop at when you have some free time and fancy some tunes, my kids love this but I find myself taking over
most of the time, good mix of tunes, haven't come across any issues what so ever, could do with some more tunes but im sure
that will come in time. Worth buying for sure . I would recommend this. Its definately worth a try :). While the UI can be clunky
at times and would be helped by the inclusion of some comfort features, the game overall is fun and engaging, rewarding
strategic planning and cool-headedness. There are a few things I'd like to see added, most notably tactical pause and a free
mode, but the devs are actively engaged in discussions on the Steam forum and very responsive. If they continue that way, the
game can have a bright future. In any case, what's here is definitely a bit rough around the edges at times, but overall a very
good game, especially for the price.. lmao my name jeff. I made a video review to show off some of the features and gameplay
of this game!
http://youtu.be/cIn7BIXHRWU
I hope you enjoy!
Martyr. Really good, espcially for the £0.79 it cost. Made me jump and shout profanities at 1AM.
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\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f. Let me just start by saying Avernum is not for everyone. For
those who are only interested in fast pace action, then this is not for you.

But for those who like a game that is remarkably refined, has a driving story, and a vast open world to explore, this is the game
for you. Do not automatically be driven off by the rudimentary, this is a very fun game that will have you glued to your seat!.
Oh my God, what the hell is this? This is a game? Seriously guys, what have you done? After 5-10 minutes my eyes, was like
boiled eggs. NO JOKE. My eyes HURTS. I don't even understand what i'm playing! I can't see my stats, I can't change my class
properly, i can't PLAY this "game".. Then i voted on greenlight for this game, i expected WAAAAAAAAAAAY better game.
But this.. this is JUST TERRIBLE. Thank God, i got this on giveaway.. Guys, if you reading this - DO NOT PLAY THIS!
SAVE YOUR EYES. And money.. NEVER AGAIN!. Even though I enjoy games where there are lots of dialogue options (that
can actually bring different consequences), somehow I didn't enjoy when it comes to this game.
Story is tiresome, characters still look pretty generic and the game is pretty short (10 minutes is enough to speak with everyone).
Forgettable experience, even for a cheap game.. Yikes. Buyer beware.

This game is extremely unpolished and generic. I legitimately thought my game was bugged multiple times as the graphics
flickered, expected sounds didnt exist (like movement), sounds and voice lines looped on themselves, and triggers to continue
the game didnt work and i had to restart. It has super low quality textures and no sound options at all? why are there no sound
options other than "on" or "off"?

It has no introduction or information at all, you start up and your only option is "quick play" which leads you to a selection
screen with various options and no information on where to start or what the choices represented other than their title.

Extremely low quality and unpolished. Buyer beware.. Great game!

I want to point out Ys origin is what made me buy this game, the other previous version before Origin felt unsatisfying.

It's hard to point out the pleasent experience of the game, so I'll list what I dislike like about it first and then hopefully provide
some decent points in why its good.

Negatives:

1. I didn't like the randomize item drops from enemies meaning if I were to farm for something it would become very tedious.
2. I didn't enjoy the button holding SP generator mechanic, I spent 80% of the time using that to attack the enemy. I'm fine with
the flash guard block beacause that makes sense but the combat experience for me was slightly ruined.
3. Force to spam the roll button to travel at a faster speed.
4.Skill leveling was another unnecessary grinding mechanic
5.Story wasn't that interesting to me but thats more of a personal thing.
6.Having three characters on the battlefield can be very distracting, making it harder to fight or just miss out on the awesome
visual aspects.

positives:

1.Nice fluid combat with many different skills to utilize for your characters, which makes it harder to lose interest.
2. I luv the idea of obtaining the Optional ultimate weapons for your characters
3. Instant travel, once unlock can make your journey or progression alot more convenient
4. Two optional bosses
5. A navigation point on your map to help locate your next objective
6.journal to identify which monster drops what item
7.Many different character to utilize with unique skill sets and special
8.Boss fight was fun but can sometimes be ridiculously hard or tedious if underleveled.
9. I enjoyed the layout of the levels

As a side note for some of the negative portion of the game. I'm aware you can purchase, locate or aquire rewards to make some
of the points less of a burden but it was far too late to notice it and it still required a little bit of grinding to it.
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Still this was a fun game and i recommend looking at a guide to help with enhancing your experience which I wish I've done
sooner.. Actually pretty fun , missions are a tad short although it was pretty enjoyable while it lasted. The multiplayer is ok , not
very active but it exists and the gameplay is rad and unique.. The game was fun but very short-lived. I spent maybe 3 hours
before completing it and the bonus level. I would recommend giving a timer for the hints like many other games and not
allowing people to skip every puzzle so quickly. For the price, it was great.
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